Figure 3-1
Footprint of Approved Project and Proposed Project
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Sources: Plan Area, ICF 2012; Constructability (Rev 5c), DHCCP DWR 2015; Constructability (Rev 1e), DHCCP DWR 2018

[Map showing the footprint of the Approved Project and the Proposed Project with various labeled areas and features.]
Figure 3-2

Difference in Areas of Surface Impact Between Proposed Project and Approved Project
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Note: Geotechnical Investigation Zones not included.

Sources: Plan Area, ICF 2012; Constructability (Rev 5c), DHCCP DWR 2015; Constructability (Rev 1e), DHCCP DWR 2018
In-river features are not a permanent impact to navigation.
Surface impacts are not expected to result from subsurface features.

Sources: DWR CWF Engineering (rev 1e 2018); NAIP 2016

See Ch. 3, Section 3.6.1.10 for more information.
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Proposed Project
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*Surface impacts are not expected to result from subsurface features.
**In-river features are not a permanent impact to navigation.
***Surface impacts will only occur at sites selected for geotechnical explorations.
See Ch. 3, Section 3.6.1.10 for more information.

Sources: DWR CWF Engineering (rev. 1e 2018); NAIP 2016
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*Surface impacts are not expected to result from subsurface features.
**In-river features are not a permanent impact to navigation.
***Surface impacts will only occur at sites selected for geotechnical explorations.
See Ch. 3, Section 3.6.1.10 for more information.
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**Proposed Project**
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**Sources:** DWR CWF Engineering (rev 1e 2018); NAIP 2016

**Notes:**
- *Surface impacts are not expected to result from subsurface features.*
- **In-river features are not a permanent impact to navigation.**
- **Surface impacts will only occur at sites selected for geotechnical explorations.**

See Ch. 3, Section 3.6.1.10 for more information.